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Introduction
Mobile agents are computer programs that act autonomously on behalf of a user, and travel through a network of heterogeneous machines. Failures in a mobile agent system may lead to a partial or complete loss of the agent'. To achieve fault-tolerance, the agent owner (i.e., the person or application creating and configuring the agent) can try to detect the failure of its agent, and upon such an event launch a new agent. However, this requires the ability to correctly detect the crash of the agent, i.e., to distinguish between a failed agent and an agent that is delayed by slow processors or slow communication links. Unfortunately this cannot be achieved in systems such as the Internet. An agent 'In the following the term ugent denotes a mobile ugenr unless explicitly stated otherwise. 0-7695-1101-5/01 $10.00 0 2001 IEEE prevent the case where he mistakenly thinks that the agent has crashed. In this case, launching a new agent leads to multiple executions of the agent, i.e., to the violation of the desired exactly-once property of agent execution. Even though this may be acceptable for certain applications (e.g., applications whose operations do not have side-effects, i.e., are idempotent), others clearly forbid it. Fortunately, multiple agent executions can be prevented in environments with unreliable failure detection by replicating agents with an adequate protocol. Indeed, if failure detection is unreliable, replication by itself does not ensure the exactly-once execution property. For example, exactly-once execution is not ensured by the protocol of (51, which assumes a perfect failure detection mechanism. Some systems have tried to address the exactly-once issue in the context of unreliable failure detection, and have proposed complex solutions based on transactions and leader election [2, 9] . Other approaches address the exactly-once execution problem by detecting duplicate agents at the end of the agent execution, and undoing at that moment the effects of multiple executions [6, IO] . However, undoing the effects of duplicate agents at the end of the execution is not simple, and often limits dramatically the overall system throughput. In contrast to these different approaches, we have presented in an earlier paper [8] an approach that ensures the exactly-once execution property using a very simple principle: the mobile agent execution is modeled as a sequence of agreement problems. In the current paper, we present FATOMAS, a Java-based FAult-Tolerant Mobile Agent System, that implements this approach.
In order to characterize the architecture of FATOMAS, we start by introducing two approaches called placedependent and agent-dependent. Place-dependent is the standard approach that integrates fault tolerance into the mobile agent platform (the platform, that provides the support for mobile agents). Agent-dependent is the new ap-proach introduced by FATOMAS. In this approach, the protocol that provides fault tolerance travels with the agent. This has the important advantage to allow fault-tolerant agent execution without having to modify the underlying mobile agent platform. Currently, FATOMAS supports Objectspace's Voyager mobile agent platform [7] . However, our design enables to easily port FATOMAS to other mobile agent platforms.
The rest of the paper is structured as follows. Section 2 presents the model for fault-tolerant mobile agent execution. In Section 3, we explain the architectural choices in FATOMAS, in particular the agent-dependent approach. Section 4 discusses important implementation issues. The performance evaluation of FATOMAS is presented in Section 5. Section 6 summarizes other work published in this area and compares it with our work. Finally, Section 7 concludes the paper.
Fault-Tolerant Mobile Agent Execution:
In this section, we give a brief overview of the model of fault-tolerant mobile agent execution, and of the algorithm that ensures fault-tolerance. A detailed presentation is given in [8] .
System Model
We assume an asynchronous distributed system, where processes communicate by message passing. Processes only fail by crashing, i.e., we exclude malicious processes. The system is asynchronous, i.e., we do not assume any bound on the transmission delay of messages and on relative process speeds. Because agreement problems are not solvable in an asynchronous system [4] , we assume that the system is augmented with a failure detector allowing us to solve consensus [I] , a particular agreement problem. Consensus is mentioned in Section 2.5.
Mobile Agent Model
A mobile agent executes on a sequence of machines, where a place p , provides the logical execution environment for the agent (see Figure 1) to pi+l (fori < n). ' Interactions with remote places potentially also lead to modifications of their state. This paper does not explore these aspects further, as they are similar to the state modifications on the hosting place. 
Background

2.3
Without replication, the forwarding scheme of the previous section leads to blocking, as a failure may cause the loss of the agent. To prevent blocking, the agent at stage Si is sent to a set Mi+l of places at Si+l, instead of only to one place p i + l . In other words, the place d hosts the agent replica as of agent ai. We will omit the superscripted index if the agent replica is understood from the context. If one placep!+, E Mi+l fails while executing the agent, another place d+l E Mi+l (j # IC) takes over. Figure 3) . A witness is a place that can execute the agent, but cannot deliver the requested service to the agent: the call to the service fails and the agent can then take corresponding actions such as notifying the user or backtracking. Any place that can execute the agent can act as a witness.
Aaent
Agent Destinabon 
Algorithmic Issues
The redundancy illustrated in Figure 2 enables the mobile agent execution to proceed despite failures, i.e., prevents blocking. However, the algorithm that prevents blocking while ensuring a consistent execution is not as easy as one might guess. This is related to the fact that we assume a system model in which failure detection is unreliable. The solution presented in [8] to U! and ut from the crash of a: followed by the recovery of a:. Thus, the asynchrony assumption forces us indirectly to support the recovery of agents after a crash.
Two
Architecture
Isolation of the Fault Tolerance Mechanisms
Conceptually, a mobile agent executes in three phases: (1) an initialization phase, (2) stage operation phases, and ( 3 ) a termination phase. The initialization phase takes place on the agent source SO, while the termination phase is executed on the agent destination s,. Between the agent source and destination, the stage operation phase is run at each stage Si (0 < i 5 n). Hence, it is executed multiple times.
Ideally, fault tolerance should be orthogonal to mobile agents and its mechanisms transparent to the agent owner. Unfortunately, complete transparency is difficult to achieve and the user-defined agent, i.e., the part that defines the application-specific operations of the agent, needs to interact with the fault tolerance mechanisms. While in singleagent execution, for instance, an agent just needs to specify the next place it moves to, our fault-tolerant agent execution generally4 requires a set of destination places for the next 31n the following, the term "consensus" denotes DIV Consensus unless 4Except in the particular case of the pipelined mode (see Section 2.3). explicitly stated otherwise.
stage (M,+1) . Clearly, the agent is aware of the replication and complete transparency is no more possible. Moreover, ensuring fault tolerance adds another phase to the agent execution: the conznzit/abort phase. In Section 2, we mention that imperfect failure detection may lead to a violation of the exactly-once property of mobile agent execution. Solving an agreement problem prevents multiple executions of the agent by deciding on a primary gram. Only the primary commits the operations, while all other places that have executed the agent as well must ahordundo the agent operations. Hence we need a commivabort phase. The semantics of this phase depend on the agent operations. For instance, database transactions need to be committed or aborted (or rolled back, depending on the database), while idempotent operations generally do not require any further action. We propose an architecture that isolates the fault tolerance mechanisms in a component called Fault Tolerance Enabler (FTE). Figure 5 shows the flow of interaction between the FTE and the user-defined agent. This interaction occurs during the stage operation and the commidabort phase. The FTE groups the fault tolerance mechanisms, while the user-defined agent contains the application-specific part. At each stage Si (0 < i < n ) , the FTE solves the stage agreement problem. Depending on the outcome of the agreement, the operations performed in the stage operation phase (see Figure 5 , arrow 1 and 2) are either committed or aborted (arrow 3 and 4). Finally, the FTE moves the agent to the set of places in Mi+l (arrow 5), which are computed by the user-defined agent and returned as the result of the stage operation phase (see Section 2.4).
We can identify two approaches related to the location of the FTE: the agent-dependent (FTE with the agent) and the place-dependent approach (FTE with the places). Our system uses the agent-based approach, which is presented in more detail in the next section. We only briefly discuss the place-dependent approach.
Agent-Dependent Approach
In the agent-dependent approach, the FTE is integrated into the agent and travels with it. Only one instance of the FTE exists per agent. It is initialized by the user-defined agent at the agent source, and triggers the termination phase of the user-defined agent at the agent destination. The interaction of a user-defined agent with the FTE creates a faulttolerant mobile agent. Hence, the replication mechanisms are completely transparent to the places; the agent appears to the place as a normal agent. Consequently, existing mobile agent platforms do not need to be modified. However, we redefine the way agents are created and moved. Instead of programming the agent against the proprietary mobile agent platform API, the agent uses the functionality of the FTE-API (see Figure 6 ). The FTE then addresses issues such as fault tolerance and mobility. For instance, in ObjectSpace's Voyager mobile agent platform [7] , an agent moves with a call to the move method. Beside the destination, the move method also accepts the name of the method to be called upon arrival on the destination place. In our approach, the callback method dostageoperation in the FTE-API is invoked whenever the agent arrives at a new destination. The next destination places are returned as a result of the execution of method dostageoperation. These changes are straightforward and, in our opinion, simplify the notion of an agent. Figure 6 shows the architecture of the agent-dependent approach. The FTE is composed of a sfage agreenzent component (implementing consensus), a reliable forwarding component (responsible for the agent forwarding to the next stage), and a recovey component. The latter handles the recovery in case the agent fails or arrives late at a place (see Section 2.6). Finally, the repository is a location where place specific fault tolerance information can be stored temporarily. This location is agent platform dependent, but typically corresponds to some sort of local repository, such as the Voyager directory. For convenience, we require that such repositories allow other agents at place pi to remotely access some information at another place pr; (IC # i). If this is not the case, an agent needs to be defined that acts as a proxy between the local directory and the fault-tolerant agents.
Place-Dependent Approach
In the place-dependent approach, the FTE is provided by the mobile agent platform, e.g., [6, IO] . Here, fault tolerance is built into the places, and a new instance of the FTE is created and executes at every stage of the agent execution. A disadvantage of the place-dependent approach is the need to modify existing proprietary mobile agent platforms. In particular, the installed base of mobile agent platforms needs to be replaced by platforms that all use the same fault tolerance mechanisms, which is problematic. Moreover, providing the fault tolerance mechanisms locally on a place may lead to versioning problems.
On 
Implementation Issues
This section describes the implementation of FATOMAS. As indicated in Section 3, we build fault tolerance on top of an existing mobile agent platform, without modifying existing code. We use ObjectSpace's Voyager v3.1.2 [7] as the Java mobile agent platform. In the following, we first discuss the implementation of the FTE in Section 4.1. Section 4.2 then explains the problem of deadlock and shows a way to prevent it.
FTE
The interface of the FTE to the user-defined agent, i.e., the FTE-API (see Figure 6 ), consists of a single method, called start. Invoking this method causes the FTE to take over the responsibility for executing the agent. As shown in Section 3, the FTE interacts with the user-defined agents in the stage operation phase and in the commidabort phase. For this purpose, the user-defined agent implements the callback method dostageoperation, which represents the stage operation phase and returns the set of destination places at the next stage. The callback methods commit and abort implement the commitlabort phase. The next subsection discusses in more details how a stage execution works.
Stage Execution
A stage execution works as follows: On arrival on place d, the agent replica a: (more specifically the FTE) immediately starts executing consensus.
The communication among the agent replicas U: is currently based on the communication means of Voyager, more specifically VoyagerSpaces for multicasts, and Voyager remote method invocation for point-to-point communication [7] . Remote method invocations are synchronous calls in FATOMAS and return an exception if the communication link is broken or the receiver is not available. These exceptions are caught and the message is confided to a dedicated sender thread that keeps on resending the message until it is successfully delivered or the stage execution has terminated. Replica agents that arrive when the other replica agents are already done with the stage execution run the recovery protocol.
When the consensus algorithm decides, the FTE stores the decision value in a local repository (see Figure 6 ). Actually, only part of the decision is stored, i.e., the primary's ID
Cim. This information must be kept until all participants in a stage execution, i.e., M i , are aware of the result. In particular, participants that have crashed during consensus and are assumed to recover again need to learn about the primary to decide whether to commit or abort the agent's operation on their place. However, it is not necessary to forward the agent to the next stage, as the agent execution may well have terminated in the meantime. After a certain time, the decision value is discarded. Selecting a timeout value that is sufficiently large, the probability of erroneously discarding an entry becomes very small and thus negligible.
Having stored the decision value in the repository, the FTE either calls commit or abort on the user-defined agent, depending on the decision value, more specifically, on the grzm value of the decision (Section 2.4). Finally, the FTE forwards the agent to the next stage as described in the next section.
Reliably Forwarding the Agent
Having solved consensus at stage Si, the agent needs to be forwarded reliably to members Mi+l of the next stage. To assure reliable forwarding, each participant of stage Si sends a clone of the agent to the participants in Mi+l \ M i .
If Mi+l n M i = 0, i.e., the places at two consecutive stages Si and Si+l form disjoint sets, the simplest solution to reliable forwarding consists in sending (Mil * IMi+ll agents (see Figure 7) . However, to reduce the communication overhead, we chose the following optimistic approach: cessfully arrived, otherwise, the agent ai+1 is cloned and sent to this place. In other words, instead of a priori always sending the entire agent, a small message is sent to check the need for sending the entire agent. This approach is optimistic, since it assumes that in most cases the agents arrive at their destinations. Even though the performance gain for a single agent is not great, the communication overhead is reduced for large agents, as discussed in Section 5.5.2. If an agent fails to arrive at its destination, because either (1) the sender place failed or (2) the agent was lost during transmission, agent forwarding leads to additional latency.
Recovery
Even though recovery and non-simultaneous agent arrival can be handled in the same way (see Section 2.6), our prototype distinguishes between the two problems: a delayed agent ai takes part in the running instance of consensus (except if consensus has finished already), whereas a recovering agent does not. A recovering agent U: requests the decision value of the consensus, more specifically p Y z m , once it is available. Based on xrzm, at either commits or aborts its stage operations and can thus recover into a consistent state.
A recovering place that failed in stage Si takes again part in the mobile agent execution at any stage Sl(1 > i) ( 
Interaction of FTE and User-Defined Agent:
The Deadlock Problem A deadlock may occur between two different agents ai and bi, if they happen to share the same places. This deadlock is a consequence of the interaction between the DIV Consensus algorithm and the stage operations. Consider for example the two replicas a?, a,' of agent ai and the two replicas bp, b, ' of agent bi, were a:, b: share the place pp and a i , b, ' the place pt (Figure S) . 5 Assume further that 'Actually, to be accurate, we should have three replicas in our example. However, for simplicity, we consider only two replicas. Anyone familiar with the consensus algorithms based on the rotating coordinator paradigm and O S should mentally replace everywhere "two" by "three". Thr(bf ).
For the same reason, we can have T h r ( u i )
We have here a cycle in the wait-for-graph, i.e., a deadlock, as shown in Figure 9 a). Deadlocks can be prevented by having two threads per agent a:: one thread, denoted by ConsThr(aS), for executing the consensus on p l a c e d , and another thread, denoted by OpThr(a:) for executing the stage operation on place p: . The above wait-for dependencies become:
OpThr(a,!) + OpThr(bi).
Obviously the cycle in the wait-for-graph, and the deadlock, have disappeared. Another solution that requires only one thread is the use of timed locks' in data accesses.
" : . the coordinator of the first round has been suspected, and ai is the coordinator of the second round.
'A rimed lock is a lock where a thread is blocked until either it is granted the lock, or a timeout value is reached. The thread can then take the corresponding actions and potentially retry to acquire the lock. 
Performance Evaluation
This section evaluates the performance of FATOMAS. Our evaluation uses the example agent presented in the next section.
Example: A Fault-Tolerant Agent Accessing Counters
To measure the performance of FATOMAS, we use a simple service running on every place: a counter. Accesses to this counter are performed as local transactions, via the three methods: increment (to increment the value of the counter), commit (to commit the modifications), and abort (if the modifications need to be undone). A call to method increment locks the counter; the lock is only released after a call to either commit or abort.
Our test consists in sending a number of agents that increment the value of the counter at each stage of the execution. Each agent starts at the agent source and returns to the agent source, which allows to measure its round-trip time. Between two agents, the places are not restarted. Consequently, the first agent needs considerably longer for its execution, as all classes need to be loaded into the cache of the virtual machines. Consecutive agents benefit from already cached classes and thus execute much faster. We do not consider the first agent execution in our measurement results. For a fair comparison, we used the same approach for the single agent case (no replication).
Moreover, we assume that the Java class files are locally available on each place. Clearly, this is a simplification, as the class files do not need to be transported with the agent. Remote class loading adds an additional costs because the classes need to be transported with the agent and then loaded into the virtual machine. The size of the class files for a single agent is about SKBytes, for the replicated agent 5OKBytes (including the classes for the FTE). An upper bound on these costs is modeled in our experiments by increasing the size of our agent. However, these experiments also contain the additional costs of executing consensus for an agent of the corresponding size. These are costs that are not relevant in the case of remote class loading. The class files are only transported once between the places of consecutive stages, but not between places of the same stage. As our chosen platform does not properly support remote class loading, we plan to port FATOMAS to another mobile agent platform to test the performance with remote class loading enabled.
Experimental Setup
Our performance tests are run on seven AIX machines (PowerPC 233 MHz processor, 256MByte of RAM). The machines are connected by either lOOMbps Ethernet or 16Mbps Tokenring; they are on 3 different subnets. As our evaluation results are in the area of hundreds of milliseconds, the difference in network bandwidth is negligible. The influence of the different subnets does not turn out to be significant either.
Costs of Replication
We measure two aspects of the replication costs: ( 1 ) the overhead of the replication mechanism, by considering replication degree I , and (2) the costs of replication degree 3. The replication degree denotes the number of places at a stage and is an indicator of the number of failures'the algorithm tolerates at a stage. Because of the assumption for our consensus algorithm, i.e., a majority of agent replicas do not fail (see Section 2.5), replication degree 3 handles one failure, and replication degree 5 would handle 2 failures. The results of these measurements are given in Table 1 . They represent the arithmetic average of 10 runs, with the highest and lowest values discarded to eliminate outliers. The coefficient of variations is in most cases much lower than 5%. However, for very few results, it went up to 15%. As a mobile agent execution combines agent forwarding and consensus, minor variations on network load and load on the AIX machine have a considerable influence on the execution time of a mobile agent.
The first line in Table 1 shows the costs for a single agent, i.e., a traditional Voyager agent, that performs exactly the same task as the replicated agent. The single FTE-agent (line 2 in Table 1 ) uses the replicated agent's code to execute in a single agent mode. Compared with the previous line, the second line shows the overhead of the replication mechanism (increased agent state adding to the communication costs, increased computing time). The results show that the replication mechanisms add about a 30% overhead compared to a single agent. The overhead is lower (18%) in the case of three stages, as no communication between intermediate stages occurs.
A replicated agent that is able to tolerate one failure at a stage is three to four times more expensive than a single agent (line 3). The increase in the agent execution time is mainly caused by the additional communication costs of agent forwarding and consensus. Indeed, consider for instance the single agent execution on 4 stages: there are here 3 messages in the critical path. On the other hand, with replication there are 12 messages in the critical path in the most favorable scenario. We suspect Voyager communication to be rather inefficient. Nevertheless, the over- head of the fault tolerance mechanisms seems reasonable, considering the guarantees the fauIt tolerance mechanisms provide: non-blocking and exactly-once mobile agent execution. Moreover, in our experiment the execution time of the agent's stage operation is less than 5ms and therefore not significant. Clearly, the larger the execution time of the agent's stage operation is, the smaller the ratio of the overhead between the single agent and the replicated agent becomes.
Finally, the last line shows the execution costs when the coordinator fails. For this purpose, we force agent replica U, ' to crash in exactly the situation presented in Figure 4 (stage 2 ) . The main part of the costs stems from the selected timeout value in the failure detection mechanisms for consensus (timeout = 10000ms). A more aggressive timeout value allows to considerably speed up the agent execution, but increases the risk of false suspicions. Table 2 indicates an upper bound on the costs that can be attributed to consensus. It shows the costs of instantiating the consensus objects and of running the consensus algorithm. The test measures the costs of consensus at the intermediate stage of a mobile agent execution with three stages. The agent source sends the agent sequentially to the three places of the intermediate stage. As in agent forwarding between intermediate stages one can assume some degree of concurrency these results show an upper bound value. They highlight a significant difference of the costs among the places, caused by asynchronous agent arrival as discussed in Section 2.6 and by the intrinsic properties of our consensus algorithm.
The results confirm the obvious expectation that the size of the agent has an impact on the costs of consensus. We discuss this impact in more detail in Section 5.4. which is mainly caused by timeouts.
5.4
As already indicated in the previous section, the size of the agent has a considerable impact on the performance of the fault-tolerant mobile agent execution. To measure this impact, the agent carries a Byte array of variable length, that is used to increase the size of the agent. As the rcsults in Figure 10 show, the execution time of the agent increases linearly with increasing size of the agent. Compared to the single agent, the slope of the curve for the replicated agent is steeper. Table 2 indicates the part of the costs that can be attributed to consensus. For instance, with the agent size of 11440 bytes, consensus needs 3.3 seconds at each intermediate stage. Figure 10 indicates that the costs for the entire agent execution is 13.4 seconds. From this we conclude that the communication overhead is about 7 seconds.
The case of the forwarding optimization will be discussed in Section 5.5.2. 
Influence of the Size of the Agent
Optimizations
In this section we present two optimizations: pipelined mode and forwarding optimization.
Pipelined Mode
We briefly introduced the pipelined mode in Section 2.3. It results in a reduced number of messages (i.e., forwarded agents), as the agent only needs to be forwarded to one new place of the next stage. This reduced number of messages does not entirely show in the performance gain, because our algorithm waits only for the reception of the first message.
Reducing the number of messages, however, has a great impact on the underlying communication infrastructure.
Nevertheless, Figure 11 shows that the pipelined mode has a lower execution time than the normal replicated agent. The performance gains increase with increasing agent size, as one would expect. In this test, we used an agent that visits 8 stages, including agent source and destination. 
Forwarding Optimization
Similar to the pipelined mode, this optimization addresses also the communication overhead (Section 4.1.2). Even though the number of bytes transfered is reduced with this approach, in particular for large agents, the performance gain for the agent execution itself is small (see Figure lo) , as our algorithm waits only for the arrival of the first copy of the agent.
Related Work
Recently, fault-tolerant mobile agent execution has been a very active field of research. We distinguish between sputial-replicution-bused(SRB) approaches [2,5,9, 1 11 and temporul-replication-bused (TRB) [6, 101 approaches; our paper advocates a SRB approach.
A SRB approach sends the replicas of the agent at the same time to a set M of places of the next stage. Having multiple replicas of the agent allows to mask failures and to proceed despite of failing replicas. To ensure the exactlyonce execution property, SRB schemes need to solve an agreement problem. Current SRB schemes assume reliable failure detection [ 5 ] , are based on complex models [2, 9, 111, or block even on a single place failure [9, 1 I ] (see [8] for an in-depth discussion). Our approach, which is based on an easily understandable model, does not assume reliable failure detection and prevents blocking. To our knowledge, our work is the first to perform an evaluation of a SRB approach for fault-tolerant mobile agents. In [IO] , Silva et al. compare their TRB approach with some basic performance results from their partial implementation of [9] . However, no details about the implementation are presented.
A TRB approach, on the other hand, attempts an agent execution on one place. If the execution fails, the agent is sent to another place. Incorrect failure suspicion may lead to duplicate agents and thus to a violation of the exactly-once execution property. Generally, duplicate agents are only detected at the agent destination [6, lo] . Consequently, accessed data items need to remain locked until the execution of the current agent finishes. If this is not the case, other agents may read incorrect data. At the end of the agent execution, the operations of the valid mobile agent need to be committed while those of the superfluous duplicate agents need to be aborted or undone. As incorrect failure suspicions may happen at any point, the commit/abort mechanism is always needed, even though at the end of the agent execution no duplicate agent may have occurred. In other words, when the agent execution is done, either a number of messages or another agent need to be sent to commit and/or abort all operations. This additional overhead, that, to our understanding, seems not taken into account in the performance evaluation in [6, IO] , results in reduced overall system throughput. The JAMES platform [IO] uses a replicated lookup directory to prevent certain duplicate agents. However, such a lookup directory violates to some extent the autonomy property of a mobile agent. In contrary, our approach does not need to run a global commit/abort protocol. Instead, undoing failed operations happens on a per-stagebasis and therefore does not create dependencies among stages. Locked data items are freed earlier, improving system throughput. In addition, undoing duplicate agents is difficult and involves undoing the agent's operations. Performing the undo operation on a language level [6] requires specific knowledge about the way applications handle rollbacks. To our understanding, [6] assumes standard interfaces for rollbacks and undo operations. In contrary, we leave the undo operation to the application, which has the best knowledge about the services it is using and their way to handle rollbacks.
To the best of our knowledge, our approach is the first to propose a platform-independent architecture, the so-called agent-dependent approach (see Section 3.2). The work of [2, 5 , 6, 9, IO] all use a place-dependent approach. As their approaches for fault-tolerant mobile agent execution are inherently different from ours, the place-dependent architecture may be better suited for them. Indeed, Mohindra [6] , for instance, defines a new scripting language, with fault tolerance tightly integrated into language constructs. The TRB approach of [IO] also seems to benefit from a placebased approach. Indeed, a failure causes the previous place to send the agent to another place to circumvent the failed place. It is difficult, even though probably not impossible, to achieve the same behavior with an agent-dependent approach. Nevertheless, contrary to our agent-dependent approach, the place-dependent approach has the major drawback to require modification to the existing mobile agent platform.
Conclusion and Future Work
In this paper we have presented FATOMAS, a Java-based fault-tolerant mobile agent system. Contrary to [6, 101 we use a spatial-replication-based (SRB) approach to faulttolerant mobile agent execution. Our paper presents the first detailed evaluation of such a SRB approach, as [2, 5, 91 do not give any performance results.
We have also introduced a novel architectural approach for fault-tolerant mobile agents: the agent-dependent approach. Instead of integrating the fault tolerance mechanisms into the mobile agent platform, the fault tolerance mechanisms travel with the mobile agent. This has the important advantage that existing mobile agent platforms do not need to be modified. Indeed, our framework builds entirely on top of ObjectSpace's Voyager mobile agent platform. Therefore, mobile agents can even travel to places that do not support fault tolerance. We think that these advantages outweight the performance penalty FATOMAS pays compared to the place-dependent approach.
Our results show the costs of fault tolerance compared to a single, non-replicated, agent. These costs depend on the number of stages as well as on the size of the agent. Increasing the size of the agent and the number of stages also increases the execution time for a mobile agent. These costs are reasonable considering the guarantees FATOMAS provides: non-blocking and exactly-once mobile agent execution. Finally, we have presented the pipelined mode and the agent forwarding optimization, that allow to alleviate these costs to a certain extent.
In the future, we plan (1) to port FATOMAS to other mobile agent platforms to further validate our architecture and (2) to improve the performance of FATOMAS. To achieve the latter, we plan to investigate the efficiency of other communication packages. As a large part of the overhead is caused by an increased number of communication messages (see Section 5 ) , the efficiency of the communication package is instrumental to the performance of FATOMAS. Finally, we want to study the effect of remote class loading on the performance of our system.
